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ABSTRA( ;'1" 
This paper deals with the two-block tI ~ control problem for distributed plants 
with finitely inanv unstable modes. VCe assume that weighting filters in the H" 
mixed-sensitivity problem are finite-dimensional. Then tile corresponding optilnal 
two-blc~.k problem can be solved by finding the Sehmidt pairs of a ttankel operator 
whose svmbol is of the tbrm m*(m~u +~) where u E Ntt ~. g, E I I  ~, and m 2 
0~', 11" and ,l I ~ tf ~ are inner; and the suboptimal two-bl(×'k problem can he solved 
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imified approach is proposed for solving both the optimal and suboptirrud two-blc×.k 
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problems. We obtain tnvo systems of linear equations, expressed interms ()1" state-space 
realizations of u and m 2, whose solutions give the Schmidt pairs of the associated 
Ilankel operator and the fimctions needed for the parametrization f ;dl the subopti- 
mal solutions, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a two-t)loek mixed-sensitivity t I  ~ control 
problem for distributed plants with finitely many unstable modes. It will be 
assumed that the weighting fimctions are rational. We \~411 study both the 
optimal and the suboptimal versions of this problem. Under certain generici~, 
assumptions, the optimal version ()f the problem was first solved in [17]; see 
also [7] anti [18]. The suboptimal mixed-sensitivi~' problem has been solved 
recently [23] under tile same genericity conditions. These papers show that 
H :~ controllers for such systems can be obtained by solving a system of linear 
equations which arc expressed in terms of the values (if certain analytical 
functions at the roots of certain pol~ulomials. When the roots of these 
pol)aaomials are not distinct, or when the), are close to each other (and/or if 
certain generiei~' assunq)tions art, ch)se to being violated), some numerical 
problems mav arise in the implementation of the filrmulae ol)tained in the 
ahove mentioned papers; see e.g. [24] anti [25] fbr detailed discussions on 
these issues. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain an alternative set of linear 
equations expressed in terms of statc-spaee realizations of the finite- 
dimensional parts of the problem data, which leads to the computation of I t  ~ 
controllers. From this point of view the present paper can also be seen as an 
extension of [28, 14, 21] (where the optimal one-block stable case was studied) 
to the optimal and suboptimal unstable c~rses. 
In the next section we define the control problem to be considered. 
Section 3 is devoted to the optimal case. The snboptimal version of tile 
two-block problem is studied in Section 4. A rmmerical example is presented 
in Section 5. Finally we make some eonchMing remarks in the last section. 
2. T'~VO-BL()('K t I  ~ CONTROL PROBI,EM 
There are several I1 ~ control problems which can be reduced to the 
two-l)lock problem. A ~i)ical example is the mixed sensiti~i~' problem 
defined below (see [16] for relations to other I t  ~ control prohlenls). Let P(s) 
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be the trans(br function of the plant re, be controlled. Sul)pose that it can [)e 
factored as 
, , , . ( . , ' ) , , . . ( , )  
v ( . , . )  - -  
where m,, ~ ti" is inner, n,, ~ 1t ~ is outer and m, /~ [~H ~ is inner. The' 
¢.ptimal mixed sensitivity problenl is to f ind 
W~(l +PC)  ~ ] 
~, = in f  ] ( I )  
c W.2PC(1 + I 'C) ~ " 
where the infimum is taken over all controlh'rs leading 1o a stable closed-lool) 
system [C. P] [i.e.. over all controllers uch that ( I  + CP) 1. ( I  + CP) - IC  
and P ( I  + CP) - i  belong to tl~], and W I and W.~ are Wen rational 
fmlctions. ()nee y,, is fcmnd, one is also interested in finding (if it exists) the 
optimal controller C,,p. Also, for it ~iven y > Z, ()llC lll[i.v wish to find all 
controllers (" stabilizing [C, P], and aehievin~ 
WI(1 4- t'C) I ] 
I[[w.:PS(l + PC)" j., 
(2.) 
This is called the suboptimal mixed sensitivity problem. 
It is well known that [6, 16, 18, 23] under certain mild conditions on the 
l)hm! strneture and weights, the optimal mixed sensitivity problem ammmts to 
finding X, and Q,,i,t ~ 11 ~ in 
"X,, = in f  "w, , -  ml~.v o -- ml . z , i  Q 
= W.  - miW.  -- m lm, :Q , , i ,  ~ 
C~l .." 
(,'~) 
where m r ~ II ~ and m,! E ~ H ~ are inner, and W. ,  Go ~ ~ H ~, ~ ~ 1f ~. 
These functions are obtained from the ori~zimd probh'm data via Youla 
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parametrization and inner-outer factorizations; see e.g. [6, 7, 16-18] for de- 
tails. The suboptimal version of this problem is to find "all Q ~ H * satisfying 
for some given real number 3" > 3',,. 
Let rn := mlmd, and tre(m) denote the set of all essential singularities of 
tt/ .  
LEMMA 1. [8,9, 17, 18]. 
( r,,0 jw ,]l 
3'o >/ tre := max IIG011~, [Go( jwk) , jwk  e(m) 
For 3' >tre,  define F~ such that F~, Fv -l ~ H ~ and F*F~, = 3"2 _ G~Go" 
Then set u~ := Wo/F~,, (*'r := ~(Zo/F-r" Assuming 3' > 3',, > tre, the suboptimal 
(optimal) mixed sensitivity problem amounts to finding all Q ~ H = (unique 
Qopt ~ H~) achieving 
3' ~ Ilu~ - m,~,  - mQll~o (3'0 = Ilu, - m~t~, - mQoptLl= ). (4) 
In the nongeneric ase 31o = ~ (which can be avoided by choosing W l and 
W 2 properly), the optimal solution may not be unique; this situation has been 
discussed in detail in [26]. In this paper we shall assume that To >tre. 
3. THE OPTIMAL CASE 
It is well known [15] that if 3",, > o'e, then 3'0 is the largest 3, > tr e such 
that the operator I - ['*.(u_mt,.,)Fm.(u._m~G,) is singular [here Fm.tu,_,,,~,;v) 
denotes the Hankel operator with symbol m*(uv - mlti,)]. In this case, by 
[19] we have 
Qo t - m' (u .  m, (5) 
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where v:,.. is a singular vector corresponding to 7,,. There[bre, the optimal 
problem is reduced to determining whether I is a singular value of I" := 
F,,,.(,,, .... ,:'0 and finding the corresponding singular vector. In the rest of this 
section we will try to obtain a system of linear equations for computing 
singular values and vectors of the Hankel operator !'. This tbrmula will ht" 
given in terms of the state-space realizations of u~, and m,t. 
la 't  u v = bv /k  r and ,n a = a* /a ,  where b v, k v, a ~ ~[s] and (b  v, k v) = 
i. Define n = deg(k:,) and 1 = deg(a); then 1 is a singular value of !" iff 
there exist a Schmidt pair x, y ~ 11. 2 such that x # 0 =~ y and 
l'x = y*, (6) 
F*!/* =x .  (7) 
In this case, there exist ~bj, ~b 2 ~ I I  2 such that 
, , , ,a r )x  + = !/*. ('~) 
~¢^:¢ * 
,n ( - *  - , , ,  , , , )U  + (,~) 
By (8), my* ~ H 2, and by' (9), m*x ~ He a . Since 
~b, = -Pum*(u  r -  m, f i r )x  = -Puur ( , , :x )  + PH:m,~(fivX ), (10) 
w(" obtain 
t ) I 
,t,, = k~,a" + 'n~i~r x" ( l l ) 
wh('n" Pl ~ R[s] and deg(p~)~< n + I -  1. To see this, n()te that 
Pt/ uv(m*x) = p ' l / kv  fi)r some P'l ~ ~[s] of degree ~n - I, because 
m*x ~ H2 ~ and the denominator of uv is k r, whose degree is n. Further- 
more, Pu m,~(~v x) = m,~(h vx) - P,~ m](fiv x), and P , .  ' "]( f i r  x) is equal 
to p ] /a*  for some p'~ ~ R[s] of degrees ~<l - 1. Therefore, ~b~ must be of 
the form g0ven in (11). 
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Similarly, since 
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- ^* )y*  . * ck.~ = -Pu ,m(u*  tutus, = - ru .u~(my*  ) + Pn?m,,(t i*y*),  
(12) 
it follows that 
P2 
~ = ~* ~ + .,. ,c,* y* ,  (13)  
where Pz ~ ~[s] and deg(p2) ~< n + l - 1. By (8), (9), (11), (13), we obtain 
k~p2 + mlb*pl 
x = - , (14) 
7ra 
k*pl + mTb:,p= 
y* = - (1.5) 
"ff a * 
pdr - k ,a~(Gp2 + mlb~pl) 
~1 = , ( I6 )  
7ra*k~ 
,^,  , mTb~p2) peTr -  kvu~(k~p l + 
6"  = ( l 7) 
7r ak* 
where lr = b~,b* - k~,k*. 
LEMMA "2. There exist nonzero x, y ~ H 2 satisfying (6), (7) if and only if 
there exist polynondals Pl, P2 of degree <~ n + l - 1, not both zero, such 
that x, y, qbl, ok.2 defined by (14), (15), (16), (17) are in H. 2. 
Proof. Necessi~' is obvious. If  there exist pob~lomials P l, P2 of degree 
~< n + l - i and not both zero such that x, y, &l, ~bz defined by (14), (15), 
(16), (17) are in I12, then x, y, ¢bi, ¢b2 satisfif (8), (9), (11), (13); hence (6), 
(7). • 
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ASSUMIqION. nq(s)  and a(s) are nonzero at the zeros of tr(s). 
Under this assumption x, y, ¢bl, ~b2 defined by (14). (15). (16). (17) are in 
I1. 2 if and only if the following hold: 
k~p.,_ + mlt~*pll,~ = O. ( I~)  
p,~ - ,~, ,L , ( l ,~,p~ + ,,,,~,~*p,)t,,. = o, (1,{~) 
(2o) 
"l'c~ see this note that x e II 2 iff k.~p 2 + mlb*t )  l is zero at the c'losed-ri~ht 
laalf-plane roots of ~r(s). Similarly, y* ~ H 2- iff k~Cpl + m~b.~t) ~ is zero at 
the elosed-left-half-l)lane roots of ~r(s'). Since m I is inner, this condition is 
equivalent o having k~,p2 + mlb*p l  equal to zero at the closed-left-halt'- 
plane roots of tr(s). Hence x, y ~ H: iff (18) holds. Similarly. it is easy t~, 
see that (.19) and (20) are equivalent to having 61 E I t ,  and &2 ~ t l , .  
respectively. 
Now let m a =[A  ~,B , j .C , , , , ,d , , , ]  and u~,= [A , , .B , , ,C , , .d ,  ] b~, 
minimal realizations. Define 
1 
.4~ - 1 - (I 2 
t l .t 
- <)  + 
x - c ,~f : , ,~  
By m 
1 [ B,,~ 
I - d~ -d , , f : , *  
1 




d~. (/~,~ - 1 
- ( . " , j '  + " 
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Then (u~,u* - 1) -1 = [A:,, B~,, C~,, d:,] is a minimal realization. Note that, if 
p (s )  ~ R[s] is the min imum polynomial of A~,, then fl~, = 0 , , : , f(Ap) = 0 
(the notation fl e (k) = 0 means f (s i )=O for all k = 0 . . . . .  n i -  I and 
i = 1 . . . . .  l, where s i are the roots of p(s) = 0, of  multiplicity hi, for a given 
p ~ ~[s]). Fur thermore,  if b~, is a cyclic vector for A~, [i.e., p(s) is the monie 
polynomial of  minimal degree such that p(Ap)b~, = 0, for which we use the 
notation orda,(b~,) = p(s)],  then f(,At,) = 0 "~f(At,)b~, = 0, and the pair 
(Ap, b~,) is control lable iff bp is a e3clic vector fi~r At,. Since the roots of  7r 
are precisely the poles of  (uz, u* - 1) - l ,  we can rewrite (18), (19), (20) as 
follows: 
k~,( A~)p2( A.r) + ml( A , )b .v ( -Ar )p , (  Ar) = O, (21) 
p, ( -a . , , , ) 'n ' ( -A , , , , , )  - k~,(-A,,,,,)C,,(-A,,,,,) 
z (k~( -a , , , , )p2( -a , , , , , )  + , , , , ( -A, , , , )b. , , (A, , , , , )p,( -a, , , , , ) )=0. (22) 
P2( A,,,,,)'n'( Am,,) - k~,(- A,,, , ,)~,(- A,,,,,) 
×(k.y(-A,, , , , )p,(a,, , , )  + m,(-A,, , , ,)b,(A,, , ,)p2 (A,,,,,)) = 0. ('23) 
Since (A~, B~) and (A,,,,~, B,,,,~) are controllable, we obtain 
Kll Kl2]" v . 
o =/g~,, K../J "' J =: K,~,, ('24) 
,:l 
S" ' t - l l v~, l ,  p2(s)=:[1 S "'" s ' '+t- l Ie1, , ,  vp := 
(25) 
(.26) 
where pl(s)=: [1 s -"  
l)p2] , 
Kt, = ml( A , )b , ( -A , )g ' (  A.v, B.y, n + l), 
KI2 = k~,(A,)¢~( Az,, B,,  n + l), 
K2, = ['n'( A,,,d ) -- k~,(-A,,,,,)fi~(- A. , , , )m,( -  A,,,a)b:. ( A,,,.,)] 
X ~) ( -A , . . , .  B,,,,,, ,, + 1), (27) 
K.-,2 = -k.,,(-A,,, , ,), 'L,(-A,,, , ,)k~,(-A,,, , ,)~(-A,,, , , .B,,, , , . , ,  + l), (28) 
K,, = -k~(-a, , , , ) i ;~,(-A, , , , )k~,(-a, , , , , )~; '(  a,,,,.B,,,,,.n + l), (29) 
K32 = [-n'(Am,,) - k.r(-A,,,,,.)fi~,(-A,,,,)m.l(-a,,,,)b.r( A,,,,)] 
x ~'( A,,,,,, B,,,,,, ,, + Z), (:30) 
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and F'(A, B, r)  := [B AB "" A"- l  B]. The ahove discussion can be sum- 
marized as fbllows. 
TIIEOREM 1. Notation rts' above, suppose that ml(S) and a(s) are 
nonzero at the zeros of  w(s).  Then ] is a singular value of r /.ff (24) ha.s, a 
nontrfi~ial solution, i.e., Kv is singular, so that there exists a nonzem~ cp 
satisfyinlZ (24). In this case vl, ~ arid vp2 can be used to determine Pl, P2, anti 
hence x and y*. Also, Q,,p, can be obtained from l ' x /x  = y* /x  via (5). 
4. T t tE  SUBOPTIMAL CASE 
In this section we discuss tile suboptimal problem, which was reduced to 
finding all Q ~ H ~ satisfsSng (4) for a ~Vell "y > ~,, where Z, is the optimal 
performaime as computed in Section 3. Bv using the Krein-space approach 
developed by Ball and Helton [2], it is shown in [27] (see also [13]) that in 
order to parametrize all suboptilnal solutions we need to find functions 
x, y E H 2, not both zero (they always exist for 3' > "Z,,), such that 
s -1  
s + 1 y* - m*(u.y - m,~, )x  ~ H 2 (31) 
and 
s+ l 
- , , ( , ,~  - ,,,T,~),J* ~ H~-.  (3.2) 
s - -  1 
l . ,et 
r ,  = (s  + 1)x, y,, = - ( s  + l )y .  
Then tile above relations become 
I 
s ÷ i [  y'*' - ,n* ( , , ,  - , , , , ,~)x , , ]  -~ ~,  
and 
1 
r/~* ^ * * s - 1 [x, ,  - , , i ( , , ;  - ,, ,,~)y,, ] = ~,z ,  (34) 
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where ¢1' ¢2 I~ H2" That is, we are looking/br functions x 0, Y0, ~bl, ¢b2 such 
that Xo/(S + 1), yo/(S + 1), ~b 1, ~b 2 are all in H e and satis~ (33), (34). 
These equations imply that 
1 1 
m* x0 ~ He ± m Yc* ~ He 
s -1  ' s ,+ l  
and 
1 1 1 1 
m* x o ~H,2 ± ~- - I~ ,  m y~* ~H~ • - -~ .  
s+ l  s+ l  s -1  s -1  
As in the optimal case, we obtain 
Pl 1 
~¢ ^ _ _  . 
~bl (s + 1)k,a* + mdU's + 1 x,, (35) 
and 
P2 I (,,, - 1 )k~a + m/,,~_~y,,,** (36) 
where Pl, P2 ~ R[s] of degree ~<n + l. It follows that 
k~p2 + mlu~k~pl 
x o = - (37) 
7ra 
y~, = _ k~p,  + m' ; , , , k ,  p2 
(3s )  
"Ira* 
p, r r -  k (%(k ,p  2 + m,b*p, )  
~b, = , (39)  7ra*k~ 
- k*~*(k* m~brp 2qb~ = P2"lr --~, ~,,,--~,Pl + ) 
"a'ak* (40) 
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where zr = bvb ~ - kr k*. As in the optimal case, under the assumption that 
ml(s) and a(s) are nonzero at the zeros of 7r(s), we obtain the matrix 
equation 
1 K21 ~'P2 ' =0 
where p l (s )= [l s "" s"+l]vp,, p2(s )=[1  s "" s"+t]v~,:, 
~,~ = , , , , (a~)6 , ( -a~)~(a~,  t3~, n + t + 1), (42) 
K,2 = kv(av)~;~(Ar,  By, n + l + l) ,  (43) 
~_,, = [~(a, , , , , )  - I,~(-a,,,,,)~(-a,,,,~),,,,(-A,,,,,)t,,(a,,,,,)] 
×Z'(-a,,,,,,B,,,,,,n + l  + 1), (44) 
K22 = -k r ( -A , , , , , )a , ( -a , , , , t )k r ( -A , , , , , )~ ' ( -A , , , , , ,  B,,,,,, n + l + 1). (45) 
~:,,= -k~(-a,,,,,)a.(-a,,,,,)k~(-a,,,,,)~(a.,,,.8,,,,,,.+t+ 1), (4~) 
= a , , , , ,}  - 
× ~(A,,, , , ,  B,,,,,, n + l + 1), (47) 
and ~(A ,  B, r) := [B AB "" A"- 1B]. 
TttEOr~t.:.~l 9. All suboptimal solutions Q ~ H ~ satisfying (4) are ~iver, 
by 
Q = m'u ,  - ,,,,~,~, 0 ~.~(C ,  ), 
xl~O - y .  
tchere x,, and Yo can be f ,und  from (37), (38) in terrr~s" of the solution t; ~,,, c),, 
~f (41), under the assumption that ml( s ) and a( s ) are nonzero at the zeros of 
zr( s ). 
Proof. The result follows from [2] (see also [5, 13,20]), and from the 
above construction of x o and Yo in terrns of the solution of(41). • 
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A parametrization of all suboptimal solutions can also be obtained from 
the formulae given in [1] (where the Hankel operator is defined on H. 2 of the 
unit disc) using a conformal map between the right half plane and the unit 
disc; see [23]. 
Now we would like to make some remarks on how to eliminate the 
genericity assumptions made above. See also [12] for a detailed discussion on 
this subject. 
REMARK 1. If  a(s) and ¢r(s) have common roots, then one can replace 
[ A,,,,, B,,.,,, C,,,, d,,,,~] by a minimal realization [ A,,,,,/,, B,,,,,/,~, C,,.,,/,,, d,.,,/,~] 
of m,t(s)/Tr(s) in (25)-(30) and in (42)-(47). In this case, we have more 
equations than unknowns in both the optimal and the suboptimal case. With 
these new formulae for the K~./s, one can find a nontrivial solution of (24), 
(41) and use (14), (15), (37), (38) to find x, y or x,, y,,. 
REMARK 2. I f  ml(s) and 7r(s) have common zeros, then one can 
consider minimal realizations of 1/Tr¢ (s) and 1/Tr ( s ) ,  where 7r.(s) and 
7r (s )  are defined as follows: If  
2n 
i= l  
then order the si's so that s i = -s,,+, ~ C+ for i = 1 . . . . .  n, and set 
f i  2 n 
= (.,. - s,) and (s )  = I - I  - s , ) .  
i=1 i=n+l  
In this case, instead of k./p 2 + mlb~pl[= = 0 we have two equations: 
kvp z + mlb*pll,~, = 0, (48) 
k~p~ + ,n x b~,p21,r -= 0. (49) 
Note that m I and 7r+ have common zeros, and if s, is a common zero of m 1 
and 7r,. then (48) implies that pz(s,,) = 0. Similarly, -s,,  is a common zero 
of" m~' and 7r ,  so by (49) we have Pl( -s , , )  = 0 in this case. 
If  [A+,  B},C+,d_] is a minimal realization of 1/Tr -  and 
[A_,  B_, C_, d_]  is a minimal realization of 1/Tr- ,  then (48), (49) are 
equivalent o 
kz, ( A+)~(  A ,B_ ,n ' )Vp2 + m.( A )b~, ( -A . )~(  A . ,B~,n ' )vp ,  = O, 
k~, ( -A_ )~(  A_ ,B_ , rd )vp~ + m. ( -A_ )b~, (  A )~'( A_ ,B_ ,n ' )v l ,  ~ = O, 
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where n'  = n + I - 1 in the optimal case and n'  = n + l in the suboptimal 
C~LS('. 
REMAI/K 3. If" a(s) is nonzero at the zeros of 7r(s). then decompose 
rr = 7r, 7r as in Remark 2. Then we can rewrite equat ions for cv, and v, ,  
as follows: Let 
~<,,, = ,,,,( A+)b d -A ,  )~'( a . ,  R_, ,,'), 
K,,_~ = G(  A)g ' (  a~,  R+, ,,'), 
K e, = [ .~(a, , , , )  - ~ . ( -a , , , . ) ,~ . ( -a , , , , , ) , , , l ( -a , , , . ) t . . (a , . , , ) ]  
x ~ ' ( -a , ,  ,. 8,,,.,. ,, '). 
t(_,_~ = -k , ( -a  , , ) , ; . ( -a , . , )k , ( -a , . . )~ ' ( -a , , , , ,  ~ ,,, ,, '). 
I )ef ine 
l 00... "1 I] 0 - 1 0 - 0 
Kl l  Ko := j := 0 0 1 ... 0 KI := / zl 




where n'  = n + l - 1 in the optimal ease, and n'  = n + l in the suboptimal 
case. Then il is easy to check that (24) and (41) are in the form 
0 (K, + K~,j)j %: - j r , ,  
0. (5o) 
In the optimal ease, to find a nontrMal  solution of (50), one can find 
a nontrMal  solution of the (n + l)-by-(n + 1) homogeneous ystem of 
equations 
( K~ + K2J )v,, = 0 (51) 
and then define 
%= = j%,. (,52) 
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In the suboptimal case, it is easy to see that K l + K.zJ has rank equal to 
n + l and has n + l + 1 columns, so (51.) has a nontrivial solution fbr v~, l 
and (52) can be used to determine vp~,. Hence both the optimal and the 
suboptimal case are reduced to solacing (51), which involves a smaller size 
matrix than the ones in (24) and (41). 
5. EXAMPLE 
In this section we consider a numerical example which has been studied 
in [4]. lx~t the plant transfer function be given as P(s) = e-h~/(s -- l), and 
choose the weights as Wt(s) = 2(1 + s~ ll/-F.-.-.-.-.-.OI.0I ) / (1 + 10s) and W2(s) = 
0.2(1 + s~ ~ ). Then. after inner and outer factorizations and Youla 
parametrization, the problem becomes equivalent o (see [4, pp. 502-503]) a 
single block of the form (3) with G 0 = 0, 
IVo(s ) = 1.01-1/2(1 + 10s) -1, 
~/0(s) = 2eh lCi~.01 (1 + slC'i-.-.~)'al[(l + 10s)(1 + s)] ,  
m,(s) = e-h'(s - ~ ) / ( s  + v'l.01 ), 
and m,t(s) = (s - 1)/(s  + 1). Using the results of[18], it has been shown in 
[4] that when h = 0.2 the optimal performance is T,, = 0.6669. Here we can 
veri~, this by plotting the smallest singular value of K~, versus T. The largest 
value of 3' which makes K~, singular is y,,. For this example we have obtained 
tile plot shown in Figure 1. From this figure we see that 3"0 = 0.66. 
After finding ~, we compute an eigenvector vp = [v~, v~] r which 
makes K~vl, = 0. Then from the entries of vp we obtain P l and P2 which 
determine Q,,p, as outlined in Section 3. For this example we found that 
pl(s) = 1 - 1.5s = pe(s). In [4, 18, 23] diffbrent systems of linear equations 
were obtained tbr the same problem. The singular-value plot associated with 
the matrix (let's call it K'~) obtained from the results of [18, 23] shows a zero 
near 0.995, whereas our matrix K~ is nonsingular near 3' = 0.995, as illus- 
trated in Figure 2. 
The reason K'~ ot"[4, 18, 23] is singular at this value of 3' is that one of the 
gcnerici), assumptions in the construction of K'~, is violated at 3" = 0.995 [at 
this value of 3' the roots of rr(s) are not distinct]. If one uses the construction 
of [18], then one has to first observe the fact that a genericity assumption is 
~qolated at this point, and then construct another set of linear equations 
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(using the fc)rmulae ~ven in [l l]) to determilw whethc,r 0.995 can tw ~,, ()r 
not. ltowever, as showtl in Figure 2, the matnx K~ we have c'onstnlctecl here 
can handle this nongeneri¢_' ease; there is n<) need to ccmstruc:t a diffi,r¢,nt s~,t 
¢~f linear equations for this value ¢:d" T. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have obtained a system of linear equations fi)r solving the 
optimal and suboptimal two-block H ~ problems for distributed systems with 
finitely many unstable modes. This system of linear equations is expressed in 
terms of state-space realizations of finite-dimensional parts of the problem 
data. We believe that the fbrmula given in this paper is numerically more 
reliable than the ones obtained earlier (tbr the optimal case see [7] and [18]; 
for the suboptimal case see [23]), as far as computer implementations are 
concerned. We have also indicated how to relax some of the generici~ 
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OrdA(b) 
[A, B ,C,  D] 
Set of" real numbers 
Set of complex numbers 
Open right half plane in C, {s ~ C : Re s > 0} 
Open left half plane in C, {s ~ C : Re s < 0} 
hnaginat 3,axis, {s ~ C: lie s = 0} 
Polynomial functions of s with real coefficients 
Rational functions of s with real coefficients 
Ililbert space of square integrable functions on jR  
L 2 functions which admit analytical extensions to C+ 
The orthogonal complement of H e in L,~ 
Bounded H 2 fimctions 
Unit ball of H ~ 
Orthogonal projection onto a closed subspace M of L z 
ltankel operator with symbol v, F~,f = P , ,  vf  for f ~ I1.~ 
f ( - .~)  
f(k)(s i) = 0 for all k = 0 . . . . .  n i - I and i = I . . . . .  l, where 
s.  i = 1 . . . . .  l, are the roots of p(s), of multiplicity n~, for a 
given p ~ ~[s] 
Monic polynomial p(s) of minimal degree such that 
p( A)b = 0 
A realization of the rational function D + C(s I  - A ) - IB  
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